FIGHT AGAINST NEW GAS INFRASTRUCTURE

Click on the map or a country name for specific information about that country. Click on a region name for regional facts & figures about gas.

GENERAL INTRODUCTION
MORE ABOUT THE PCI LIST

REGIONS
NSI WEST
NSI EAST/SGC
BEMIP

COUNTRIES
AUSTRIA - AT
BELGIUM - BE
BULGARIA - BG
CROATIA - HR
CYPRUS - CY
CZECH REPUBLIC - CZ
DENMARK - DK
ESTONIA - EE
FINLAND - FI
FRANCE - FR
GERMANY - DE
GREECE - GR
HUNGARY - HU
IRELAND - IE
ITALY - IT
LATVIA - LV
LITHUANIA - LT
LUXEMBOURG - LU
MALTA - MT
THE NETHERLANDS - NL
POLAND - PL
PORTUGAL - PT
ROMANIA - RO
SLOVAKIA - SK
SLOVENIA - SI
SPAIN - ES
SWEDEN - SE
UNITED KINGDOM - UK